
6.2 Chemical Reactions

Chemical reactions
Section 6.2

Chemical Reactions
· rxn = reaction
· chemcial reactions change substances into
  different substances by breaking or forming bonds

· reactants - starting substance(s)
· products - substance(s) made
· arrow shows rxn direction and always points to the
  product(s)

ex. 2H2 + O2          H2O
ex. 6O2 + C6H12O6          6CO2 + 6H2O

· reactions takes place at an equal rate in both 
  directions

reactants and products made at the same rate
arrow goes in both directions

ex. CO2 + H2O           H2CO3

Equilibrium Changes in Energy
· all chemical rxn involve changes in energy

added energy breaks bonds
released energy forms bonds

· activation energy - amount of energy needed
  to start a chemical reaction

like pushing a rock to the top of a hill

Exothermic 
Reactions

Endothermic 
reactions

· rxn releases energy
· often given off as heat or light
· ex. cellular respiration

· rxn absorbs more energy
  than it releases
· ex. photosynthesis

· a substance that decreases the activation
  energy needed to start a chemical rxn

increases rate of rxn (how quickly it occurs)
· catalysts give a rxn a little "push" to get it started

Catalyst



6.2 Chemical Reactions

Enzymes - Biological Catalysts
· enzymes lower activation energy and increase rate
  of rxn in living things

involved in almost every process (digestion,
        development, etc.)
· most enzymes are proteins
· needed in small amounts
· remain unchanged after reaction and can be
  reused
· highly specific

can catalyze (speed up) only 1 rxn

· substrate - specific reactant
                     that fits an enzyme
· active site - spot where
                       substrate binds 

Enzyme Structure

Lock & Key Model

active site

Structure Practice Enzyme Environment
· affected by pH and temperature
· how fast an enzyme can work on a chemical rxn
  depends on its environment
· enzymes can be denatured (lose shape)

no longer work right


